A characterization of the operators A for which the equation TX -XV = A is solvable is given, where T is a fixed right invertible operator and V is a fixed unilateral shift.
The aim of this note is to give a characterization of the solutions of the equation TX -XV = A, where T, V, A are given operators acting in a Hilbert space, and V is a unilateral shift. As a by-product we also give a sufficient condition for A to be expressed in the form A = VX -XV = V* Y -YV* = V*Z -ZV with V a unilateral shift.
The problems studied throughout the paper originate from a question of C. Foia §.
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Let H be a complex Hilbert space and denote by L(H) the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting in H. For any T, S, A G t(H) put dn(A;T,S) = 2 TjASk, n > 0. Proof. By induction we derive BV" = T"B, so BV"(I -VV*) = 0, n > 0, and this implies 5 = 0. 
